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APPLYING – An interpretation of and correlation between

STAR CELL, TABLOIDER, Baseballegory & GLASS

The idea going on here’s that THEiR WIZARDS use STAR CELL
to play phenomena represented by the Terrestrially

TABLOIDER, Baseballegory and GLASS and the way the TRIAD works is
that TABLOIDER’s output gets distributed via the Baseballegory to supply
the GLASS’s inventory, whose level is determined by the players’ ability
and BASEBALL levels, which are greatly influenced by the players’

interactions’ locations along the YUOM Curve. In other words, the
Baseballegory floats on the GLASS’s inventory, whether the GLASS is

being tipped over

Baseballegory floats on the GLASS’s inventory, whether the GLASS is

big

and to assist concept absorption and retention. It is not

improve
to your own GAME, thus serve to help you improve your own GAME and
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in THEiR GAME, which you can use to improve your solution
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A
these three realms of action could be that they all contain a medium through which to deploy, or engage iNTELLECT [the conscious portion of the mind; the portion of the mind which is aware of that mind’s (intellect’s; consciousness’) awareness]. That medium could be called Specifically Placed Awareness. Wherever, which is the result of applying the INTELLECT to a volume of nothing, which could be said to be attending that volume of nothing, or paying attention to that volume of nothing, which renders that volume of nothing, so attended, SPACE. Conversely, without (devoid of) the attention (SPA) to Construct/Connect it, that particular volume of nothing might be no part of everywhere, rendering it no-where, or maintaining it as no part of any SPACE, until it does become so attended.

Where did STAR CELL come from and where is it now? STAR CELL came from Scientology’s Totem (symbol), as the ‘S’ and ‘T’ in STAR indicate. The Scientology symbol is an ‘S’ (for Scientology) wrapped up with two triangles, one appearing above the other. The two triangles represent Scientology’s Knowledge. Each and every position out on the field taken as a relational position (justice) is compressing iNTEL (GAME) into the mind. Every triangle is a tetrahedron, which is a four sided, six edged, four cornered, volume complex asically running from Cause at the top of the YUOMi curve, the KRCCause/CAREffect tetrahedron’s, bottom (nadir) point. The object of using STAR CELL on a singular basis (one’s relationship with their own ideation, alone) is to boost their iNTELLECT, their consciousness up from being the nadir (contraction), to help bring you closer to your GAME level where you want it in the GLASS.

In 2017, JUNE 23

Philip Brian Obsbursky

Thank you for reading this information. I hope that you get a lot of what you would like to obtain from studying it. Thank you again for looking it over.

Very truly yours,

Philip Brian Obsbursky 2017 JUNE 23